Low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) is a method for depositing various thin films such as polysilicon, silicon nitride, or silicon oxide, on the semiconductor wafer surface via chemical reactions at low pressure and high temperature. Ever since its discovery, this method has been widely used in the manufacture of semiconductor integrated circuits since uniform thin films can be simultaneously deposited on many wafers. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the typical commercial LPCVD reactor. The wafers are placed perpendicular to the main direction of flow and concentrically inside the reactor (quartz) tube. As chemical reagents are injected through a reactor inlet, chemical reactions occur to cause silicon thin films to be deposited on approximately 150-200 wafer surfaces, which are heated by radiation through a quartz tube. The uniformity and rate of deposition are important factors for the successful operation of LPCVD and should be affected by heat and mass-transfer processes occurring in the reactor.
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Low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) is a method for depositing various thin films such as polysilicon, silicon nitride, or silicon oxide, on the semiconductor wafer surface via chemical reactions at low pressure and high temperature. Ever since its discovery, this method has been widely used in the manufacture of semiconductor integrated circuits since uniform thin films can be simultaneously deposited on many wafers. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the typical commercial LPCVD reactor. The wafers are placed perpendicular to the main direction of flow and concentrically inside the reactor (quartz) tube. As chemical reagents are injected through a reactor inlet, chemical reactions occur to cause silicon thin films to be deposited on approximately 150-200 wafer surfaces, which are heated by radiation through a quartz tube. The uniformity and rate of deposition are important factors for the successful operation of LPCVD and should be affected by heat and mass-transfer processes occurring in the reactor.
Analyses on the hot-wall multiwafer LPCVD reactor have been carried out by considering two separate models: (i) reactor modeling related to mass transfer and chemical reaction and (ii) thermal radiation modeling. Reactor modeling was done focusing on the prediction of deposition rate and uniformity, whereas thermal radiation modeling was done with the emphasis on predicting wafer temperature and resulting thermal stress when wafers were put in and taken out of the reactor.
Considering the strong influence of surface temperature distribution on the surface chemical reactions dominating film growth under LPCVD conditions, it is very important to develop a precise model of heat transfer, especially, the radiation heat transfer to determine the detailed distributions of surface temperature on wafers. Hirasawa et al. 1 performed a study to predict thermal stress in a wafer by using the unsteady temperature distributions on a wafer. Badgwell et al. 2 investigated the radiation heat transfer between a heater and wafer based on a real geometry, but assumed the wafers as diffuse surfaces. Houf et al. 3 simplified the geometric features of wafer and obtained view factors by assuming the wafers as specular surfaces. Coronell and Jensen 4 considered the variation of properties through Monte Carlo analysis, but used the assumption of the uniform distribution of wafer temperature in the radial direction. Recently, Kim and Kim 5 carried out unsteady analysis by using the diffuse radiation assumption for the investigation of early stage heat-transfer phenomena occurring in LPCVD.
Two-dimensional analysis is needed to predict deposition and temperature variations in the radial direction as well as the axial direction. However, there are only a few studies. [5] [6] [7] Azzaro et al. 7 selected a modeling zone as interwafer space and corresponding annular region which was located in the middle of the wafers and assumed that there existed a periodic relation among wafers. However, they lack sufficient consideration of heat transfer, especially, the radiation effect which is significant in the LPCVD process. 4, 8 In this study, two-dimensional temperature distributions in both axial and radial directions of 150 wafers and the temperature of the quartz tube were obtained by considering specular reflections of thermal energy between the multiwafers, quartz tube, heater, and sidewalls. Taking these calculation results as boundary conditions, silicon deposition on wafers was predicted by analyzing chemical species, and energy and momentum equations for chemical gases inside the reactor with 150 multiwafers. Temperature distribution, deposition rate, and uniformity were compared with the existing experimental data and found to be in agreement. 18 ).
Analysis of Radiative Heat Transfer
The two-dimensional axisymmetric LPCVD reactor model (Sematech, LPCVD reactor) is shown schematically in Fig. 1 . The presence of the quartz wafer boat and gas injector tubes has been neglected because of their small surface areas and the need for preserving the axisymmetry. The geometrical dimensions of the modeling region and operating parameters used in the present study are summarized in Table I .
Coronell and Jensen 4 ascertained that the diffuse-gray approximation would be valid in their Monte Carlo simulation. However, it should be noted that their analysis was based on one dimension and a simplified research scale reactor (10 wafers). In this condition, the effect of multiple specular reflections between wafers would be suppressed, and as a consequence, the specular radiation effects may not be noticeable. Here we assume that silicon wafers are specular reflectors, which should be quite clear from their highly polished appearance. Since the optical roughness defined as the ratio of the root-mean-square roughness height (estimated to be much less than 0.2 m 8 ) to the wavelength of the radiation (ϳ3 m for the dominant radiation from the furnace with a temperature equal to 615ЊC), is much less than unity, the specular radiation should be considered. 9 Two-dimensional analysis of 150 specularly reflecting surfaces in the present study requires extensive calculations of view factors among the wafers, quartz tube, heater, and two-sided plates. Houf et al. 3 and Coronell and Jensen 4 also considered the specular surface, but neglected the variation of wafer temperatures in the radial direction 4 or based on the simplified assumption that wafers were allowed to exchange radiation with only the portion of the tube wall located directly above them. 3 Although all the heat flux values should be integrated over each wavelength to obtain the radiation heat flux, the band approximation method 9 was used in this study to simplify the calculation process. The properties of heater, reactor, and wafer are assumed to be independent of the wavelength of photons, however, in the case of the quartz tube, it is assumed that the quartz tube is transparent for wavelengths below 4.5 m and absorbs all photons for wavelengths above 4.5 m. 10 Therefore, for wavelengths below 4.5 m there is no radiation heat exchange with the quartz tube, hence only radiation heat exchange between wafers, heater, and sides are considered. For wavelengths above 4.5 m, radiation heat exchange among wafers, sides, and quartz tube should be considered inside the quartz tube. Outside the quartz tube, radiation heat exchange between the quartz tube, sides, and heater should be considered.
Determination of view factors.-Radiation heat exchange in the LPCVD reactor occurs among 150 wafers, quartz tube, heater, and two sides. Surfaces participating in radiation heat exchange vary depending on the wavelength and the view factors considered are summarized in Table II . Some important view factors for the analysis are presented below. Further information on other view factors can be found in Park. 11 View factor for specular reflection between the differential area on a wafer and the annular strip on the adjacent wafer.-In Fig. 2 , index i refers to the wafer of interest and index j is its adjacent wafer. The notation of i-j-i-j means the image wafer is reflected three times between the i and j wafers and then forms on the wafer j. The view factor between the differential area on wafer i and the annular area of the wafer image formed after l reflections, can be obtained as S0013-4651(00)02-109-1 CCC: $7.00 © The Electrochemical Society, Inc. [1] where ⌬H is interwafer spacing, and r and rЈ are radii of the differential area on wafer i and the annular area of the wafer image, respectively. Since the intensity of thermal energy decreases each reflection, reflectivity w should be multiplied at each reflection. The wafer accepts the energy emitted by itself only in the case of odd numbered reflections. Thus the view factor by which the wafer views itself can be obtained by summing odd number reflection cases, i.e., F s dAiϪAj ϭ ⌺ lpϭ1,3,5,иии F dAiϪAj . Similarly, the view factor by which wafer views the other wafer can be obtained by summing even number reflections, i.e., F s dAiϪAj ϭ ⌺ lpϭ0,2,4,иии F dAiϪAj . View factor for specular reflection between the differential area on wafer and the annular strip on the surface of tube (quartz tube or heater).-The transfer of radiation heat from the surface of a quartz tube or heater to the differential area on wafer is twofold: directly from the tube surface or after reflecting multiple times between two wafers. Consider the tube wall surface, the specific wafer, and its adjacent wafer, as well as their images as shown in Fig. 3 . There are regions on the tube surface in which ␣ is the region of the tube surface where thermal energy is directly exchanged without reflection, ␤ is the region where thermal energy is sent after being reflected once on the adjacent wafer, ␥ is the region where thermal energy is sent after reflecting twice on the wafer itself and the adjacent wafer, and so forth. AЈ is the image formed on the tube surface when a light source is shone from point A on wafer surface through point AЉ on the edge of image wafer surface (Fig. 3) . After some mathematical manipulations, the location of AЈ ( 2 , 2 ) can be obtained from the following relations
[3]
The intermediate parameter p in the above equation is expressed as where r, r i , and r o are the radii of the point A, wafer and tube, respectively. 2 and 2 are angular positions of AЉ on the wafer image and AЈ on the tube, respectively. The trajectory of AЈ for l times reflec-
tion can be determined by varying 2 and shown in Fig. 4 . The trajectories provide boundaries to divide each regions, ␣, ␤, ␥, ␦, иии. In the above equations, 2 is not the real axial distance on the tube surface since it is determined from the image wafer. The real distance x can be found by [5] where x dAi represents the axial location of dA i from the left side plate. In Fig. 4 , 2,L is the upper limit in the axial distance and can be written as [6] For the strip on the tube surface located at x, there are several regions of different numbers of reflection depending on the circumferential angle, 2 , and those regions can be found from Eq. 2-6 or Fig. 4 . Once the specific strip on the tube surface is chosen, i.e., x is chosen, 2 can be determined from Eq. 5. When integrating along the circumferential direction ( 2 ) on the strip, the angular region from 2 ϭ Ϫ to 2,o should be considered as the region of direct radiation exchange and the region from 2 ϭ 2,0 to 2 ϭ 2,1 represents the region of one reflection, and so forth. Thus the view factor between a differential area on the wafer and a circular strip on the tube surface can be written as [7] View factor for specular reflection between the differential area on wafer and the sidewall.-There are two methods of transfer of radiation heat flux from the sidewall to a specific wafer point: directly from the sidewall or after reflecting multiple times between two wafers. Similar to the aforementioned approaches, consider the image AЈ on the sidewall when a light source is shone from point A on the wafer surface through point AЉ on the edge of the image wafer surface (Fig. 5 ). The axial ( 3 ), angular ( 3 ), and radial (r 3 ) positions of image AЈ can be determined from simple geometric relations and expressed as [8] [9]
[10]
Using Eq. 9 and 10, the trajectory of AЈ for l times of reflection can be determined by varying 3 and shown in Fig. 6 . The bold solid line denotes the sidewall and the dotted line represents the wafer edge. The hatched region between the loci of l and l Ϫ 1, corresponds to the region where light starting from a point A arrives at the sidewall
after l times of reflection with its neighboring wafer. Thus the view factor between a differential area on the wafer and an annular ring (radius ϭ rЈ and thickness of ring ϭ drЈ) on the sidewall can be obtained as [11] Analysis for temperature distribution of wafers and quartz tube.-Once all the view factors are obtained, the amount of radiation heat exchange can be calculated by the net radiation method using the following equation [12] where q means the pure incident radiation heat flux, and indexes from 1 to d represent the diffuse surfaces, and indexes from d ϩ 1 to N represent specular surfaces. F s dA k ϪdA j is the view factor whereby all possible reflections have been considered. The preliminary calculation shows that reflections over 15 times can be negligible in evaluating the total heat flux. Thus the maximum number of reflections considered was set to be 15 times. Here, surface radiation properties were obtained from Coronell and Jensen. 4 The emissivities of the sidewall and wafers are taken as 0.1 and 0.72, respectively.
Wafer temperatures were obtained using the heat conduction equation where the radiative heat flux was taken as the source term. Since the wafer is extremely thin, no temperature changes in wafer thickness have been assumed. It has been also assumed that wafer temperature distribution is axisymmetrical [13] where ␦t w denotes wafer thickness, and q r is the source term due to radiation heat exchange, which is equal to the sum of q k on the differential area on each side of the wafer.
Similar to the case of the wafer, the temperature change within the quartz tube thickness was also neglected. The temperature distribution of the quartz tube in the axial direction can be obtained by solving the following equation S0013-4651(00)02-109-1 CCC: $7.00 © The Electrochemical Society, Inc. [14] where ␦t t represents the quartz tube thickness, and q r is the source term due to radiation heat exchange. Note that the quartz tube either participates or does not participate in radiation heat exchange depending on the wavelength of the photons.
Analysis of Silicon Deposition
Since LPCVD reactors operate at low pressures, the effects of gas convection are insignificant in determining the temperatures of the wafers and reactor walls. Thus the wafer and reactor wall temperatures are computed prior to performing the species transport and reacting flow calculation, and then used as boundary conditions for the calculation of species transport and reaction. For the reactor conditions of low pressure and high temperature, the mean free path of a gas is still less than 1 mm, which is narrower than the space between wafers. Assuming a media continuum, momentum, energy conservation, and species equations were solved by analyzing the following equations 12 Continuity ٌи(V) ϭ 0 [15] Momentum VиٌV ϭ ϪٌP ϩ ٌи
The volumetric production rate
• i in species equation is zero except for the control volume adjacent to the wafer surface where the surface reaction equation (e.g., Eq. 25) is used for its evaluation (discussed later).
As SiH 4 flows between the wafers, SiH 4 ultimately transforms into silicon and deposits on the wafer surface. Thus, the total flow rate of SiH 4 decreases. To consider this effect, the deposition velocity on the wafer (Eq. 19) and quartz tube surface was taken as a boundary condition in solving the momentum equation [19] where X k and Y k are the mole and the mass fraction of k species, respectively. Boundary conditions for the outflow of species and velocity are specified so as to satisfy overall species continuity. Other boundary conditions such as temperature and inflow of species are given in Table I .
Properties such as diffusion coefficient, 13 viscosity, and thermal conductivity 14 were calculated from the following equations [20] [21]
[22]
The specific heat at constant pressure and enthalpy of SiH 4 were obtained based on the following correlations [23] [24]
where the coefficients a i are given in Table III. Of particular interest is the selection of surface reaction models. Various surface reaction models have been postulated to calculate deposition growth through relevant reactor modeling. In this study, the surface reaction models of Roenigk and Jensen 15 and Badgwell et al. 8 were used separately. The resulting deposition flux can be defined as Figure 6 . Wafer images on the sidewall. where k 1 , k 2 , and k 3 are given in Table IV for both models. For the control volume (dv) adjacent to the wafer surface (ds),
• i in Eq. 18 is equal to R s ds/dv. The above set of governing equations was solved in terms of the primitive variables by employing the finite volume technique along with the power law scheme and the SIMPLE algorithm. 16 The discretized equations are solved with an alternating direction implicit (ADI) solver. 17 Convergence is assumed when the summed residuals over the domain fall below a prescribed tolerance (10 Ϫ5 ). More stringent convergence criteria did not reveal noticeable changes in the solution. The details of numerical implementation, can be found in Park 11 and Park and Choi. 10 Results and Discussion The predicted temperature of the quartz tube and the assigned heater temperature are presented in Fig. 7 . A notable discrepancy between these two temperatures is found especially near the edges of the reactor. Therefore, the assumption commonly used in previous analyses that the temperatures of the heater and quartz tubes are the same, may give rise to a significant error. Also note that the quartz tube temperature drops off sharply near each end of the reactor due to the radiative heat exchange between the quartz tube and sidewalls.
The average wafer temperatures (averaged over the radial direction of the wafer) predicted by the present two-dimensional simulation model considering specular radiation effect, are compared with the experimental measurements by Badgwell et al. 18 and the numerical predictions by Badgwell et al. 18 and Coronell and Jensen 4 in Fig. 8 . Also shown are the model predictions by Houf et al. 19 and the results of present calculation based on the diffuse assumption. The details of the reactor configuration in the modeling and experimental conditions are given in Table I . Lower temperatures were expected for wafers near each end of the reactor compared to the central wafers due to effective shielding of the cooled sidewalls. Such a trend is accurately predicted in the present study. The results of Monte Carlo simulation 4 and Badgwell et al. 18 come the closest to matching the experiment. However, it is noted that Badgwell et al. 18 used effective emissivity estimated for wafers, which was different from the value used in Coronell and Jensen. 4 The present calculation with specular radiation (bold dotted line) also gives good agreement with previous experimental results. It is also pointed out that the Monte Carlo simulation done by Coronell and Jensen 4 could not predict deposition nonuniformity of the wafer in the radial direction due to the one-dimensional assumption. The results based on diffuse radiation by the present (bold solid line) and Houf et al. 19 result in good agreement with each other, however, there is a notable discrepancy with the experimental results. Coronell and Jensen 4 ascertained that there was no significant difference between the temperatures obtained from diffuse and specular assumptions. However, their simulation was conducted for a reactor of small ratio with a tube radius to wafer radius (ϭ1.43), which has an inherently small reflection effect. The results of Fig. 8 have been conducted for the commercial scale reactor which has a larger ratio of tube to wafer radius (ϭ2.13), and the discrepancy revealing the effect of specular reflection is quite clear.
It is worth mentioning that the present two-dimensional analysis is capable of predicting the temperature variation along the radial direction of each wafer. Figure 9 shows the standard deviation of the temperature distribution in the radial direction. Although a signifi- Researcher
Roenigk and Jensen 15 (1.2 Յ 1.6 Յ 2.0) ϫ 10 9 (3.0 Յ 6.0 Յ 9.0) ϫ 10 1 (6.0 Յ 7.0 Յ 8.0) ϫ 10 4 Badgwell et al. 8 ( cant difference is shown on the whole compared to the experiment by Badgwell et al., 18 the overall trend is similar. In particular, the location where the nonuniformity of radial temperature distribution becomes the minimum, is well predicted. It is pointed out that even though the sample number (ϭ9) for experimental measurement may be sufficient in calculating the average value, it might not be enough to obtain the accurate standard deviation. Compared with the previous numerical modeling 2 (dashed line in Fig. 9 ), the present results would be closer to the experimental results. The distribution of SiH 4 concentration inside the reactor is shown in Fig. 10 . The chemical gas injected at the inlet passes the wafer array and is discharged through the outlet. The concentration distribution of SiH 4 is seen to rapidly decrease as soon as it comes out of the inlet. This is due to the fast diffusion effect at low pressure. Excluding the case near the inlet, the chemical species distribution in the radial direction shows almost the same trend, which supports the assumption of one-dimensional approach used by Jensen and Graves. 20 Deposition flux and growth rate can be predicted by adopting the surface reaction model used by Roenigk and Jensen 15 (refer to Eq. 25). Badgwell et al. 8 also followed the model of Roenigk and Jensen, 15 however, obtained different values for kinetic parameters based on their measured temperature profile and growth rate (see Table IV ). Figure 11 shows the comparison of the average growth rate and deposition uniformity along the wafers between the experiment 8 and our numerical results using the kinetic parameters suggested by Roenigk and Jensen. 15 Experimental data corresponds to the case of the level (0) reactor operating condition in Badgwell et al. 8 The present calculation predicted the growth rate very well for the wafers near the inlet, however, following the axial distance, the discrepancy becomes significant (up to approximately 25%). Note that agreement between the calculation and the experimental data is good for deposition uniformity except for the wafers near the outlet. Calculations of the growth rate based on the present prediction of wafer temperature have also been done using the kinetic parameters suggested by Badgwell et al., 8 which significantly underestimated the growth rate. It is noted that Badgwell et al. 8 obtained good agreement between their experimental data and calculations based on measured wafer temperatures and kinetic parameters determined from their experiment.
As the temperature distribution strongly influences the average film growth rate and radial nonuniformity, it is very important to develop a precise model of radiative heat transfer to determine the detailed distributions of surface temperature on wafers.
Conclusions
In a LPCVD reactor, the temperature distributions of the wafers and the quartz tube were predicted through two-dimensional radiation analysis that considered specular radiation. The temperature of the wafers were compared with experimental results and found to be in good agreement. Specular reflection effect was found to be important and the consideration of the specular radiation effect produced better agreement with experimental data than the case assuming diffuse radiation. Using the resulting wafer temperatures as boundary conditions, the concentrations of species were calculated in conjunction with solving fluid flow, heat, and mass transfer in a reactor with 150 wafers. Silicon deposition on the wafers was determined using the existing surface reaction model. Although absolute magnitudes of growth rate are different depending on the kinetic parameters suggested by different investigators, the trend was similar. The use of the Roenigk and Jensen model resulted in reasonable agreement with experimental data. The predicted deposition uniformity agrees well with the existing experimental data.
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